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LET’S PLANT IT!
Lower Prep children have greatly enjoyed the launch of their new IPC 
topic, Let’s Plant It, and have taken every opportunity to explore the 
school’s extensive grounds.
The children identified key areas around the school, 
including the pond, woodland and the paddock as key 
areas in which they could explore and investigate local 
plant life.

The pupils have taken lots of photographs and 
sketches of the plant life available and begun a plant 
study, considering the size of these plants and the 
shape of their leaves and seeds.

Later, the children will look closely at their sketches 
and photographs in order to identify the plants they 
have studied.

Miss Lockerbie

Open Day - Saturday 22 May
Our Open Day is almost fully booked!  Please get in touch at your earliest convenience if you 

wish to book a tour of our wonderful school; admissions@teessidehigh.co.uk
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WELCOME
It is wonderful to see trips and visits make 

a welcome return 
to school life in the 
summer term.

Like many, I am enjoying the 
slow easing of restrictions and 
making the most of things we 
have not been able to do for 
many, many months.

I imagine our pupils feel 
the same, and there is even 
excitement amongst the 
staffroom this week as teachers 
prepare for the return of our 
annual summer term trip to 
Flamingo Land (Senior School 
and Sixth Form) and the 
introduction of a special visit to 
Lightwater Valley for our Prep 
children.  

Indeed, as we approach Monday 
17 May and the move to Step 3 of 
the Government Roadmap, there 
has been some relaxation in 
respect of the guidance around 
wearing face masks in schools.  I 
am pleased to advise Senior and 
Sixth Form pupils will no longer 
be required to wear a face mask 
in classrooms from Monday, 
unless they wish to do so.

However, in light of the critical 
examinations students at the 
top of the school are facing 
across the next two weeks, it 
is imperative that the school 
remains Covid-safe.  To this end, 

we will continue to wear face 
masks in communal areas and 
we will maintain year group 
‘bubbles’ up until half term, as 
a precautionary measure.  It is 
imperative that pupils continue 
with their twice weekly lateral 
flow testing, too.

As we look ahead to the final two 
weeks of this half term, planning 
efforts for our Year 11 students’ 
final day in the Senior School 
continue.  We look forward to 
marking this occasion with 
a special event in the school 
grounds, with a ‘takeaway tea’, 
obstacle course, ice creams and 
formal presentation, with each 
student receiving a year book 
momento.

All that stands in the way of a 
big sigh of relief for our Year 
11-13 pupils is their mock 
examinations, starting next 
week.  As ever, we are grateful 
for our parent and families’ 
support in providing a quiet, 
purposeful space to revise, away 
from the usual distractions.  The 
most effective revision should 
be active: practising questions; 
making mind maps; condensing 
notes into key facts rather than 
simply reading and copying. 

I would like to wish our eldest 
pupils the very best of luck next 
week.  I look forward to seeing 
their hard work paying off in the 
summer.

Mrs K Mackenzie, Head

STAMP 
DESIGN!
Pupils across the Prep and 
Senior Schools have been 
working on an exciting 
competition led by the Royal 
Mail.

As part of the national competition, 
all students were given the option 
to design a new postage stamp to 
commemorate a ‘hero’ from the 
Covid-19 pandemic. 

Students explored what they thought 
defined a hero, and used tips from the 
Royal Mail to create exciting design 
concepts. 

The postage stamp designs will be 

judged later this term and 8 finalists 
from across the country will be selected 
to have their stamps mass produced 
and used in circulation. 

We are really excited by some of the 
creative work that has been produced 
so far, and have our fingers crossed for 
some successful entries!

Miss Storey

Refining Rounders
Senior School students have been 
refining their rounders batting 
technique in PE lessons this week.

Above, you can see Isobel in Year 
9 demonstrating the key teaching 
points of the batting stance.  She is 
side on to the bowler with a firm 
grip on the bat.

She maintains sight of the ball and 
swings through the ball.

Students have worked incredibly 
hard to improve their rounders 
skills and have been attending extra 
curricular practise on a Wednesday 
to take part in competitive games.

Images were taken by Georgia who 
was peer-assessing the technique of 
each batter.

Mrs Harrington

Tenner Challenge
I am super proud of Ben, David and 
Christopher in 9H who have worked 
tirelessly on behalf of my form group to 
raise as much money as they can for the 
Tenner Challenge. 

The boys have become frozen fruit 
connoisseurs over the last few weeks, 
selling smoothies to pupils and staff 
each lunchtime to make a fantastic 
profit from the group’s £10 seed money.

Mrs Little

Forest School
For our Pre-Prep Forest School 

session last week, our pupils took to 

the woods to look at their IPC topic 

Our World from different perspectives.

The children were tasked with 

framing their favourite things with 

different shapes, from butterflies to 

hearts.  

Following this initial activity, the 

children created rhythmical sounds on 

a drum kit they made out of pots and 

pans from the mud kitchen!

Elsewhere, and to continue our 

children’s exploration of spiders from 

their topic Brilliant Bugs, Nursery and 

Reception pupils went on a Forest 

School spider hunt, and learned how 

spiders make their webs by using 

sticks and string to design their own!

 Miss Hopkins
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Caterpillars
The Nursery children have been looking after some little 
furry friends this week - our new classroom caterpillars!

The children were curious about the 
life cycle of the butterfly and have 
been revisiting this following our work 
around the story The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar. 

The children have observed the 
caterpillars as they have grown, paying 
attention to the detailed changes they 
have seen using a magnifying glass.

“They keep getting bigger.” - Alfie

“When they change that’s called 

metamorphosis.” - Aubrey

“They are really hairy now.” - Harper

“One is not big like the others.” - Seth

We are watching and waiting 

with anticipation to see their 

transformation! 

Mrs Hannah

Spiders
Reception class have been studying 
spiders this week, creating a lovely 
display to share their learning.

Georgina discovered that spiders eat 
bugs; Aaron said that they build webs 

to sit and wait for bugs; Olivia found out 
that they have 8 legs and thinks they 
can run faster than her as she only has 
two!

Mrs Clapton

Year 2 Mathematics
In Mathematics this week, Year 2 
children have been measuring using 
both centimetres and metres.  

They have been exploring the 
classroom environment finding things 

to measure, becoming increasingly 
more accurate.  

They have had to think carefully about 
which scale to read on their ruler and 
what to do if the object they were 

measuring was longer than their 
ruler.  The children have worked hard 
and have enjoyed lots of practical 
measuring activities!

Mrs Kennedy

FAMOUS ARTISTS
As part of our IPC work, children in Pre-Prep are thoroughly 
enjoying learning about the work of famous artists. 

Last week we studied Andy 
Goldsworthy and used natural 
resources to create some amazing 
sculptures.  

This week we are busy learning 
about the artist Lowry.  We have 
been comparing examples of work 
and exploring how they both used 
observations of the world around them 
as inspiration for their work.  

We headed out to our wonderful school 

grounds this week to learn about the 
horizon line.  

We observed how small houses look 
across the river when standing on 
our school river banks and had a go at 
sketching our observations.  We then 
headed back in the classroom to have 
a go at drawing some buildings in the 
style of Lowry whilst thinking about 
perspective.

Miss Hall

Reading challenge
Reception class participated in a  
tricky reading challenge this week.  

The children were tasked with 
reading aloud to their family every 
night.  

Congratulations to Thomas, 
Constance and Sian for achieving 
first place, to Olivia and Jola in 
second place, and a huge well done 
to Joseph, Sophie, Georgina, Aaron 
and Sonny who received certificates 
of participation. 

Mrs Clapton

Keeping healthy
As part of our PSHE work about 
keeping healthy, Pre-Prep have been 
learning all about the importance of 
taking care of their teeth.  The children 
have been set the challenge to complete 
a teeth brushing chart twice a day over 
the next four weeks.
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Year 3 English
In English, Year 3 children have been looking at the skills 
involved when writing discussion texts, focusing on 
debates.  They were challenged with the task to write their 
own debate with the question, ‘What is better, hot or cold 
weather?’

Mrs Bryson and Mrs Williams were 
extremely impressed with Corey’s 
superb piece of writing (below) where 

he was able to act on feedback and 
advice in the lesson to develop his 
writing even further.

STAMP DESIGNS
Upper Prep 1 children have been working hard over the last 
few weeks to create entries for the stamp competition that 
Miss Storey has launched.  

Our form time has seen many 

discussions about our heroes and the 

children have had some lovely ideas for 

their own stamp designs.  

Unsurprisingly, NHS staff have featured 

on many of the designs, as well as 

frontline family members, education 

staff and cleaners.  

We have now passed over our designs 

and have everything crossed that we 

may catch the eyes of the judges!

Mrs Kennedy

Welcome to THS
Our Year 6 cohort has grown 
considerably this term with a record 
number of new students choosing 
to join us early ahead of the exciting 
transition to Senior School.  

We are delighted to welcome all of 
these students and wanted to share 
some of their thoughts on their first few 
weeks at Teesside High:

“I have really enjoyed my first 3 weeks 
as it is easy to settle in and the teachers 
are really caring.” - John

“I really enjoy how the lessons are 
taught and I love IPC!” - Isaac

“I like the nice environment and the 
caring teachers.” - Maisie

“I really enjoy the lessons, they are 
really fun.  I have made loads of great 
friends, too.” - Rebeca

Mrs Shipley

AG&T Provision
Mrs Bryson and our 
Upper Prep children 
are looking forward to 
welcoming a team of 
Graduate Ambassadors 
from Northumbria 
University on Thursday 

1 July. 

The children will spend 
the day completing 
a range of exciting 
and challenging 
workshops which 
have been designed to 

raise aspirations and 
awareness of Higher 
Education.

We look forward to 
sharing their progress 
with you!

Upper Prep PSHE
Upper Prep 2’s PSHE lesson this 
week was certainly one that 
reflected the plight of the nation 
as a whole!  We were looking 
into disease and vaccination.  
Specifically the role that vaccination 
plays in holding back the spread of 
infectious disease. 

We experienced the role 
vaccinations play via a card game. 
Three decks were issued to three 
groups of pupils.  Within each 
deck there was one disease card 
alongside ‘vaccinated’ cards and 
‘not vaccinated’ cards.  For one 
group, their pack contained only 
5% ‘vaccinated’ cards, another 
group 50% and the third group 
95%.  All cards were turned face 
down, bar the disease card.  The 
disease card was then placed next 
to another card which was then 
turned over.  If the card was a ‘not 
vaccinated’ card it was coloured in 
red and entered back into the deck, 
now giving us two disease cards. 

The groups found the exercise 
very interesting and were able to 
experience how poorly a disease 
spreads when the bulk of the 
population is vaccinated and of 
course, how rapidly it can spread 
when they are not.

Mr Griffiths

Roots, Fruits and Shoots!
Children in Upper Prep 
know what plants need 
in order to live and 
grow but in a recent IPC 
lesson with Mrs Bryson, 
they have thought about 
how they might be able 

to test this, in ways 
that are fair.  They have 
carefully considered 
the variables and have 
set up six individual 
cauliflower seedlings 
to carry out their fair 

test.  Upper Prep will 
observe the results 
over the course of the 
week and will be able to 
record and form their 
conclusions.
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Holly, Year 7
How long have you been at THS? 
3 and a half years.

What are your favourite subjects 
at school?  I love Drama, French, 
PE and English.

What are your hobbies and 
interests?  I absolutely love acting, 
singing, dancing (ballet, jazz and 
tap) and I love lots of sports like 
Hockey, Netball and Badminton.

What is a funny or interesting 
fact about yourself?  I danced with 
Amy Dowden on TV from Strictly 
Come Dancing!

Who is the person you most 
admire and why?  I really admire 
my mum and my dad because 
they are wonderful people.  The 
celebrities that I admire the most 
are the cast of The Play That Goes 
Wrong, because they inspire me to 
be very creative and improve my 
improvisation skills.  Also, they 
showed me how fun acting is and 
now I love it so much!

Why is the school council 
important?  School council is 
important because it gives a voice 
not just to the people in the council 
but to the whole school.  It is truly 
amazing that every individual can 
be heard.

What would you hope you 
manage to achieve as a school 
councillor?  As a school councillor 
I hope to achieve, separate bins for 
plastic and rubbish and I hope to 
bring joy, not just to the school but 
to the local community.

Meet the School Council

Reflection
The Creative Arts faculty is working to 
the theme of Reflection during Friday’s 
co-curricular slot this half term.  

In Art, we have spent the last two 
weeks practising photography.  

During the first week, students took 
advantage of a lovely dry day to 
experiment outside with mirrors.  They 
tried to catch unusual reflections in the 
grounds to create original and thought-
provoking images. 

In week two, we focused on creating 
Kaleidoscopes using a mirrored card.  

Students arranged beads, feathers, 
sequins and sometimes themselves 
within the Kaleidoscopes to create 
Surrealist-reflected patterns using 
macro-photography.  

They have created some fabulous 
photographs. 

Mrs Machan

Rajpal, Year 9
How long have you been at THS? 
2 and a half years.

What are your favourite subjects 
at school?  I enjoy Sciences, Maths, 
History and RE.

What are your hobbies and 
interests?  I like football, hockey 
and cars.

What is a funny or interesting 
fact about yourself?  I could look 
at a car on the road and know 
instantly what engine it has.

Who is the person you most 
admire and why?  My dad is the 
person I admire the most, he is my 
role model.

Why is the school council 
important?  The school council 
ensures that we can decide 
successful decisions for the school 

that will take us further in the future.

What would you hope you manage to 
achieve as a school councillor?  I hope 
to try and get to know people from the 
school and to be supportive towards 
them.

THE MAIDS
Congratulations to our hard working and highly resilient Year 
12 Drama students.

Our Sixth Form students’ latest project 
started with cutting up Jean Genet’s 
script of The Maids and throwing it on 
the floor, then ‘sewing’ random pieces 
together.  

Millie and Stella then choreographed, 
via Google Meet, the Chair Duets they 
wanted based on the technique from 
Frantic Assembly. 

Throwing in some Steven Berkoff 
inspired ‘Kabuki Mie’ images, they 
ended up with a very strong and unique 
piece of theatre. 

Congratulations on your courageous 
creativity!

Mr Coates

Year 11 Drama
An emotional moment at THS as our 

Year 11 Drama students, in their final 

lesson of the year, tell each other to 

‘break a leg’ - not literally! 

Take care and very best wishes for the 

future.

Mr Coates

Abbie, Year 12
How long have you been at THS? 
14 years.

What are your favourite subjects 
at school?  I really enjoy French, 
German and English Literature.

What are your hobbies and 
interests?  In my spare time, I 
like surfing, skateboarding and 
languages.

What is a funny or interesting 
fact about yourself?  I love doing 
karate in my spare time.

Who is the person you most 
admire and why?  I most admire 
William Blake because he wrote 
amazing poetry that tackled 
important issues and was really 
ahead of his time. 

Why is the school council 
important?  School council is 

important because it gives students the 
opportunity to have a voice and share all 
their ideas about the school.

What would you hope you manage to 
achieve as a school councillor?  I would 
like to be able to share my ideas and 
encourage other students to, as well.
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GETTING 
BACK 
IN THE 
KITCHEN!
It has been great to see 

students enjoying practical Food and Nutrition lessons once 

more, following school examination week.

Pupils have been planning and 

producing some fantastic products!

 Year 7 students have been focusing 

on diet and nutrition, studying 

carbohydrates, sugar and fibre, and 

applying this knowledge to a granola bar 

development. 

Year 8 students have been looking at 

steam as a raising agent, producing 

choux pastry products such as delicious 

profiteroles.

Finally, Year 9 students have been flying 

across the world, on a virtual trip to 

France!The class enjoyed developing 

French patisserie items and attempting 

mille feuille. 

I must end with a note to my wonderful 

Year 11 class, who have worked through 

the most unexpected and bizarre two 

years and dealt with everything thrown 

their way incredibly.  You have made me 

so proud.  I hope you enjoy a token of my 

appreciation for all of your consistent 

hard work.

Miss Storey

Behind the scenes at a 
virtual event...
As we begin to plan the events that feature in the close of 
an academic year, we consider the many ways in which a 
sense of normal has been maintained through the use of 
virtual platforms across the school.  
Just over a year ago, in the depths 
of that first, strange lockdown, we 
prepared and streamed our first ever 
virtual event, a concert to mark the 
VE Day Celebrations on 8 May.  This 
was filmed, edited and produced in its 
entirety at home, with performers and 
contributors sending in their pieces 
individually.  With over 1500 views and 
wonderful feedback, this event was 
the heartwarming lift we all needed at 
a difficult time; we watched proudly 
knowing we were part of the THS 
family.

But how are these events created?  
Since returning to school in September 
2020 we have been able to capture 
much of the content for events during 
enrichment and lesson times, with the 
odd lunchtime recording session.  What 
happens next is like solving a giant 3D 
jigsaw puzzle!

Choir and orchestra members learn and 
record their part playing completely on 
their own, using headphones to hear 
the correct pitch and tempo at which 
to play.  This is completely different to 
being part of an ensemble and quite 
nerve-wracking!  These recordings are 
then mixed, edited and balanced using 
a special music software programme, 
Audacity:

Here we can see a screenshot from 
the audio mix of the orchestra piece, 
the Downton Abbey theme tune.  All 
instruments have to be carefully 
balanced at different levels to replicate 
the dynamics in a live performance and 
to ensure that every part can be heard.  

For pieces that require a video 
recording of a performance too, 
this is where things get even more 
complicated.  Once the audio is 
finalised, this is then used like a backing 
track to guide the video performances.  
Numerous individual videos are taken 
from a variety of angles or in different 
locations in the grounds before being 
pieced together in iMovie, using 
transitions and simple effects to move 
seamlessly between each section.

Next, we face the headache that is 
synchronising the audio and video 
together; this is where we match the 
sound you hear with the image you see.  
This is painstaking work and requires 
a great deal of patience and attention 
to detail in order to create a successful 
match but the reward is a huge sense of 
satisfaction and accomplishment that 
everything is just right.

Every piece that goes into a virtual 
event goes through these processes 

Ideal Pets in IT
Year 7 have been getting creative 
this week in IT, preparing for a 
digital future by creating their own 
ideal pets. 

Students designed and created their 
own models and then programmed 
a small micro:bit computer as their 
pet’s face to react to being moved 
or to having a button pressed.

Here are some of our newest digital 
pets.  Well done, Year 7.

Mr Connor

as a stand-alone item before being 
beautifully gift-wrapped in Adobe 
Premiere by Mr Connor with themes 
and fonts carefully selected to suit the 
tone and formality required.  

Overall sound quality is important to 
give you the audience a comfortable 
viewing experience.  To do this, a 
programme called Audition is used 
to normalise the audio and keep it as 
consistent as possible throughout the 
video, and remove any big peaks, so 
there are no huge changes in volume 
throughout.

By the time you sit down to watch any 
of our forthcoming virtual productions, 
it will have gone through countless 
hours of preparation and planning, 
takes and re-takes; changes of location, 
dress, format and file name and in its 
own way will be totally unique.  

The pandemic may have changed the 
way we are able to do things, but what 
prevails is a desire to provide high 
quality, timely calendar moments of 
tradition and inspiration for our school 
family to enjoy.  

Mrs Shevels
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